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1. Q INTRODUCTION
This report describes the work which has been conducted in the
development and application of a three-dimensional laser Doppler veloci-
meter (LDV) system for the measurement of :focal, mean and fluctuating
gas velocities with high spatial and temporal resolution. This system uses
optical instrumentation to remotely gather laser light which has been directed
into jet or wind tunnel flows. Optical heterodyning is used to detect the Doppler
frequency shift in the laser light which occurs when the light is ,scattered by
small tracer particles within the flow. This Doppler frequency shift is
mathematically related to the velocity of the particle, the wavelength of the
laser light, the angular arrangements of the incident and scatter light, and
the angle between the incident light and the velocity vector.
The LDV system described in this report is capable of simultaneously
measuring three Doppler frequency shifts from a given point in a flow field.
These three Doppler frequencies along with the angular relations between
the system and the flow field are used to determine the velocity magnitude
and direction of the tracer particles If the particle is sufficiently small
	
I ,
(submicron) then the particle velocity and gas velocity can justifiably be
assumed to be equal.
Measurements conducted with the LDV system during this program
have demonstrated the ability of the LDV system to make three-dimensional
mean velocity measurements in a supersonic wind tunnel flow field, and to
make one s-dimensional turbulence measurements in subsonic free-jet flow.
These flow measurements along with the developmental measurements con-
cerned with the optimization of the system, are presented. Each part of the
LDV system, i. e. , the LDV instrument, the tracer system, the electronic
signal processing systems, the laser equipment, and the associated optics,
is described and related to the operation of the entire system. Many measure-
ments, concerned with the perforrriance of the system are presented and the
li
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system modifications defined by these measurements are described. Finally
the accomplishments of the program are summarized and the conclusions
listed.
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2. 0 THE LDV SYSTEM
The laser Doppler velocimeter system is considered to be composed
of all the equipment necessary for making a gas velocity measurement by
measuring the Doppler frequency shift. This equipment includes a three-
dimensional LDV instrument, a laser, accessory optical components, and
electronic signal processing equipment. Each of these components of the
LDV system are described in the following segments of this section. Along
with the description segments, a segment is also included which discusses
the measurements that were conducted to analyze problems associated with
the LDV system. An integral part of the LDV system which is not included
in this section, is the tracer systems which inject small scattering particles
into a gas flow. Due to the scope and complexity of the problems which were
encountered with the tracer systems, a separate section was considered
necessary.
2.1 THREE-DIMENSIONAL LDV INSTRUMENT
The three-dimensional LI)V instrument houses the optical components
needed to collect three Doppler frequency shifted light beams (scatter beams)
and the reference or local oscillator (LO) beam. The purpose of the instru-
ment is to direct the scatter and LO beams simultaneously onto the photo-
sensitive surface of a photodector such as a photomultiplier tube. The
intrinsic square-law response of the photodector then leads to an electrical
output signal, the frequency of which is equal to the frequency difference
between the two incident light beams. This frequency difference is equivalent
to the Doppler frequency shift.
A geometrical representation of the instrument is shown in Figure 1.
It is noted from this figure that the three scatter beams are collected at
1200 intervals around the LO beam and at an angle, cc, with the LO beam.
The angular relations between the Doppler frequency shifts and the velocity
components for the arrangement in Figure 1 ; are given in Table 1. It ,
 is
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important for any given flow measurement, that this angular arrangement of
1+ -
the LDV instrument and laser beam be optimized in order to achieve the best
accuracy in the velocity components being measured.
Physically the instrument consists of four heavy metal tubes in which
the optical components are rigidly held (see Figures 3 and 4 ). Three of
these tubes, referred to as the scatter tubes, contain the optics necessary
for gathering the scattered light and directing it to a photomultiplier tube.
The fourth tube, referred to as the LO tube, contains the optics required for
collecting the LO beam, splitting it into three segments, and directing the
segments to each of the three scatter tubes. The physical design of the
instrument allows for convenient positioning of the optical components
through external adjustments. The design also provides for adjustment of
the scattering angle ( a, in Figure 2 ) to 8. 5 0 , 12 0 , 18 0 , and 28 0 ^ with the
use of various spacers between the scatter and LO tubes.
The various optical components located in the scatter and LO tubes
are shown in Figure 2 , which is an optical schematic of one "leg" (scatter
and LO tubes) %f the three-dimensional instrument, This "leg" is typical of
all three "legs" of the instrument.
The components and adjustments of each scatter tube were designed
to provide for collection of light from a very small field of view. The inter-
section of this field of view with the focused LO beam at a point in a flow
field defines a region called the scattering volume, from which the Doppler
frequency shifted light is received. The size of the field of view and therefore
the scattering volume, can be adjusted with the variable front apperature and
field stops provided in each scatter tube. The front apperature is continuously
*The scattering angle remained at 8. 5 0 for all tests reported during this
program.
.. od.
I
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variable from closed to IS. 0 millimeters diameter, and the field stop is
variable in fixed diameters of 25, 100, 200, 400, 600 and 1000 microns, The
smallest field of view is defined with the front apperrature at 15. 0 mm and
the field stop at 2Sµ.
In each scatter tube, the first lens (LI in Figure 2	 ) receives the
light frotx the scattering volume arks collimates it.
	
The collimated light is
then reflected off four mirrored surfaces, the purpose of which is to match
the scatter beam and LO path lengths as described in Section 2.5.2. The
light is then fo .,used by lens, L2, onto the field stop (FS1) which blocks light
that does not originate within the focal volume. Following the field stop,
;lens L4 collects the light which passes through the stop and focuses it onto
the photocathode of the photomultiplier tube through a beam splitter which
is used to align it with the segment of LC) light from the LO tube.
In the LO tube, the LO light beam is first received by a doublet, L8
and L6, which collect and collimate it. The collimated, light then passes
through are acousto-optical modulator which imparts a frequency shift of
either 19 or 57 MHz (See Se ;C&
	 2, 3 for further discussion of the modulator).
After, leaving the modulator, the light passes through a rotatable polarizes
which is used to reduce the intensity of the LO light. The light then strikes
a tetrahedral prism which splits the beam into three segments. Each segment
passes through a focused lens, L5, the beam splitter, BS1, through which
the scatter light is passing. The LO beam is then aligned with the scatter
beam at the focus on the PM tube.
Various refractor plates, RP1, RP2, and RP3 are located within the
instrument to provide for alignment of the scatter and LO beams,, RP1 pro-
vides for positioning of the scatter beam so that it will pass through the field
stop; RP2 provides for positioning of the LO hi^am on the beam splitter,BSI
and RP3 provides for positioning of the LO beam on the beam splitting
tetrahedral prism.
HAYES INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
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With the instrument properly aligned, each of the three scatter tubes
will receive Doppler shifted light from a region called the scattering volume.
This volume is defined by the intersection of the scatter tubee l focal volume
with the LO beam which is also focused. The scattering volume for the LDV
system is the equivalent of the physical probe of conventional measure-,anent
systems. In order to provide for movement of the scattering volume within
a flow field, the instrument and laser are mounted on either side of the LDV
mounting stand seen in Figures 3 and 4 . Cross blocks with graduated
dials in 0, 001 inch provide for movements of the LDV instrument and laser
in three directions. Such movements allow for velocity measurements within
a flow field volume of approximately one cubic foot,
During measurement programs with the LDV instrument, it was found
that the instrument performed well whenever it was properly aligned. Such
a proper alignment proved to be difficult to achieve in the early measurement
programs% This difficulty was largely attributed to improper bore alignment.
The bore alig iment refers to the alignment of the LC beam so that the center
of the beam and the center line of the LO tube coincide along the entire length
of the tube. Once the proper bore alignment was achieved, the instrument
was relatively easy to use. In latter measurement programs, the instrument
alignment was achieved routinely with little difficulty.
2. 2 LASER EQUIPMENT
The objective of this section is to discuss the characteristics of the
laser light, produced by the laser light equipment, which are important to
the LDV system. first, the laser equipment used during this program will
be described, then the characteristics of the laser light, which are signif-
icant to the LDV system, will be discussed.
"flip twn fvxiPa of la qet r pntiinm p nh whir+ war p iia prl rl»rinct f1•► wa -nrn_
gram were a Raytheon Model LG 12 and a Coherent Radiation Laboratories
Model 53, both of which were continuous wave argon gas lasers,; The Raytheon
I
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laser was used throughout the major portion of this program while the CRL
laser was only in use during the latter portion.
The Raytheon DG l2 was rated at l watt, TEMoo t with an output beam
diameter of 2. 2 mm at the 1/e z points. This laser had no provisions for selecting
single lines outputs; therefore, the output consisted of several lines, the0	 0
strongest of which were at 4880 A and 5145 A. Optical filters were used in
0
the LDV system to select only the 4884 A line which had the highest relative
power for use in 14DV heterodyning.
The Cp.L Model 53 was rated at 6 watts, TEMoo, with an output beam
dit4meter of 1 5 arum at the l/e z
 points. This laser incovporated a prism
which allowed for selection of various output Fines. In the LDV heterodyning
experiments, the prism w;-,s used to select the 5145 A line which had a power
output of 2. 5 watts.
The ara -ost important characteristics of the laser light in the LDV system
were the power or intensity, the coherence, and the axial mode spacing. The
intensity of the laser light is important because of the relation between the
scatter intensity, the incident intensity, and the particle concentration. For a
given particle concentration within a flow field, the intensity of scattered light
will depend on the intensity of the incident light. Since it is the scattered light
which has the Doppler frequency shift, and therefore the velocity information,
it is desirable to receive as m%Tch scattered intensity as possible. Such a
strong scatter intensity provides better 5/N at the photomultiplier output.
A strong incident laser light also allows for maWLng LDV measurements at
reduced tracer particle concentrations which is desirable since a reduction
in tracer concentrations also reduces the requirements on the tracer system.
The practical point made here is that much more flexible operation of the LDV
system is obtained with an increase in laser intensity. This pointwas demonstrated
when the increased power provided by the CR,L laser equipment was used in
making LDV measurements.
±4
,rpt
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The. noxt characteristic of the laser light which is importarit is the
coherence. As shown in Reference 7 and discussed further in Section 2. S.
of this report, a lack of coherence in heterodyning experiments results in
significant loss in the efficiency of the heterodyning process. Section 2. 5.2
describes two methods for maintaining the laser coherence for heterodyning
experiments. One method is to constrict the path lengths of the scattered and
unscattered or LO beams to be equal. The other method is to place a Fabry-
Perot etalon within the laser cavity. The etalon, when accurately aligned wiitk
the laser cavity mirrors, acts as a very narrow filter so that the output laser
light has a higher degree of coherence than without the etalon. Both of
these methods for maintaining coherence were investigated during the course
of this work. The use of an etalon within the cavity of the Raytheon LG 12
laser proved operationally unsatisfactory due to the critical, alignment between
the etalon and the laser cavity mirrors which must be maintained in order to
achieve a higher degree of coherence. It was foundthat such alignment could
only be maintained for time periods of 2 -3 minutes. The equalization of the
scatter and LO Tight beam paths was found to be the most positive method of
, maintaining coherence in the LDV system.,.
The final characteristic of the laser light to be discussed is the axial
mode spacing. In optical heterodyning with laser ]fight in which the ;axial
modes are a prominent part of the laser light bandwidth, sigaail s at the PM tube
output will appear at frequencies determined by the axial intermode spacing
of the laser ,light. For the Raytheon LG 12 laser, the intermode spacing is
135 MHz and for the CjRL Model, 53, the spacing is 103 MHz. Therefore,
depending on the laser used, signals at frequencies of either 135 MHz or 103
MHz will be present on the output frequency spectrum. The existence of these
signals on the output spectrum makes the use of the frequency tracking units
(Section 2. 3) very difficult, since these units are not able to distinguish between
the Doppler signal and the one caused by the mode heterodyning. Two methods
of alleviating this problem are possible. The first method would be to insert
at
F
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a narrow band .frequency filter centered at either 135 MHz or 103 MHz,
into the RM tube output, thereby blocking the mode produced signal from
entering the f requenct r
 tracking units. Unfortunately, this filter would also
block any Doppler frequencies which occur at the ,mode produced frequency.
The other method would be to incorporate a Fabry-Perot etalon in the lase r
cavity. If properly aligned, the etalon will act to reduce or eliminate the
laser modes; however, as noted in the previous cohere^-%ce discussion, the
alignment of the etalon in the Raytheon LG 12 laser has not proven satisfactory.
Alignment of an etalon with the CRL laser was not attempted during this pro-
gram; therefore, the use of an etalon for improving coherence and eliminating
mode produced signals should be investigated in future test programs.
2.3 ASSOCIATED OPTICS
The Associated Optics of the LDV system are the optical elements
that are not physically a part of the LDV instrument. These elements include
a bearn expander, mirror, and focusing lens; which expand, direct, and focus
the LO beam, and an optical modulator which shifts the frequency of the LO
beam.
The beam expander p mirror, and focusing lens are located in front
of the laser as shown in Figure 5. The LO beam from the laser is directed
into the beam expander which expands the beam diameter by a factor of 3. 0.
After passing through the beam expander, the beam is reflected off a front
surface mirror mounted to reflect the beam at approximately 900. The
mirror mount contains adjustments which are used to align the LO beam
along the center line of the LO tube of the LDV instrument.
After reflection off the mirror, the LO beam - asses through a lens
which focuses the beam. This focusing is important because it is the inter-
secti, on of this focal volume with the focal, volume of the scatter tubes which
define6 the ,scattering volume, i. e. , the region from which the Doppler
frequency shifted light is .received.
i`
'A,
1
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In order for the scattering volume to be as small as possible and
provide a maximum. amount of scattered light intensity from that volume, it
is necessary that the LO beam be focused in such a manner that the maximum
intensity occurs in the smallest focal diameter. As shown in Reference 1,
such a criteria is met for a Gauss on intensity distribution, as output from
the laser, when the lens diameter is approximately equal to the length
corresponding to the 1 /e z point on the laser intensity distribution curve.
In the optical design of the LDV system, the laser beam was small compared
to the focusing lens; therefore, a beam expander was used to increase the
beam diameter so that it more nearly met the optimum focusing criteria.
The acousto-optical modulator is the final element to be discussed here.
Before a physical description of its operation is presented, the reasons which
require that such as device be used in the LDV system will be presented.
.A given Doppler frequency shift on scattered light received by the
LDV instrument, can be either positive or negative depending on whether
the particle movement causing the shift was in either of two directions 1800
from each other. This positive or negative shift and therefore the velocity
direction is lost at the photomultiplier tube which is a square law detector
and does not differentiate behveen positive and negative Doppler shifted
frequencies. This directional information, i. e. , the positive and negative nature
of the Doppler shifted signals,can be established by imparting a known frequency
shift to the LO beam. The use of the LO frequency shift becomes clear by
considering the following example. If a scattered signal with a negative
Doppler shift of 10 MHz heterodynes with an LO beam with a 19.2 MHz negative
frequency shift, the PM output frequency will be at 9. 2 MHz whereas a positive
Doppler shift of 1.0 MHz will appear as 29.2 MHz.
IL	 The device used with the LDV system which imparts the frequency shift
to the LO beam, is an acousto-optical modulator. It is designed to shift
IL	 approximately one percent of the input light by either 19.2 MHz or 57. 6 MHz
and selectively output only the shifted light. Measurements of the unit which was
si
MW
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installed in the LO tube of the LDV instrument, showed that light which
was not shifted in frequency was normally being output along with the fre-
quency shifted light. When operating the LDV instrument with the modulator,
the PM output spectrum would show not only the Doppler shifted signal but
also signals resulting from the heterodyning of the modulator frequency shift
with the non-shifted light. These "modulator' s signals were very useful
in the testing at the MSFC 7-Inch Wind Tunnel. The signals were used as
known frequency markers on the spectrum traces (see Figure 6) to establish
the frequency of the Doppler signal.
While the existence of these modulator frequencies were useful in
the wind tunnel tests, the frequencies are expected to cause difficulty if the
frequency tracking units (Section 2.4) are used with the modulator frequencies
present. In such a case, the tracking units would be unable to distinguish
between the Doppler signals and the modulator signals. Before the tracking
units can be used with acousto-optical modulator in operation, adjustments or
modifications on the modulator must be made in order to eliminate the non-
shifted light which is causing the "modulator" signals.
2: 4 ELECTRONIC SIGNAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
The electronic signal processing equipment is considered to consist
of the electronic instrumentation required to analyze the Doppler signal from
the photomultiplier tube to the point that significant velocity data may be obtained.
During the course of the work on this program, it became evident that two systems
for processing the Doppler signals would be advantageous. One system would
be capable of detecting low level Doppler signals and would only provide infor-
mation f rom which the mean flow velocity could be obtained. The othe r system
would provide both mean velocity and r
 xrbulent flow information but would
require signal-to-noise ratios of 13 db or better.
The following segments discuss the characteristics and operation of the
two signal processing systems.
I t
g	 p	  
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Spectrum Analyzer System
The spectrum analyzer system for processing a Doppler signal was
established in order that mean velocity data could be obtained in flows in
which the Doppler signal level was low. As seen in Figure 30, this -system
consists of three spectrum analyzers . three amplifiers, a pulse generator,
a signal analyzer, and an X - Y recorder..
In this system, the three Doppler frequencies are initially processed
by the three spectrum analyzers. The vertical output of each of the spectrum
analyzers is in turn processed by a signal analyzer (Hewlett-Packard Model
5480) and stored in its magnetic core. The signal analyzer provides an improve-
ment in SIN level over that displayed by the spectrum analyzers. This
improvement is a function of the number of sweeps or signal samples which it
processes for a given test time. The maximum rate at which the signal
analyzer could process the signal spectrum was at 100 sweeps/sec which
corresponds to a sweep rate of 1. 0 millisec/cm. In order to provide the
signal analyzer with the maximum number of sweep/sec from the spectrum
analyzer it was necessary to increase the spectrum analyzer sweep rate,from
3. 0 millisec/cm to 1. 0 millisec/cm. The electric modifications needed to
increase the spectrum analyzer sweep rates are given in Reference 8.
External synchronization of the spectrum analyzers and signal analyzers
which is accomplished with the pulse generator, ensure that the signal analyzer
achieve the maximum signal availability.
In order to make velocity measurements with this system, the three
Doppler frequency
 spectrums obtained during a test are processed and stored
in the magnetic core storage of the signal analyzer. When the test is complete,
the stored signal spectrums are recorded from the magnetic core storage using
an: X - Y recorder. Comparisons of the noise and Doppler signal spectrums are
then made in order to identify the Doppler signal. The frequency rf the Doppler
signal is established with the use of marker frequencies which are produced by
the acousto-optical modulator (Section 2. 3).
HAVES INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
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This system can also be used with a tape deck to record the vertical
output from the spectrum analyzers. Such a recording of the spectrum output
allows for multiple analysis of the -Doppler signal within the signal analyzer,
since the Doppler spectrums are recorded and can be repeatedly processed.
The use of the tape system is desirable when the SIN level is very small and
the test time is short.
During the test program conducted at the MSF'C 7-Inch Wind 'funnel,
this system was shown to be very effective in the acquisition and identification
of low-level Doppler signals. Three typical Doppler signals obtained with
this system during the wind tunnel tests are shown in Figure 31.
Frequency Tracker S sy tem
The frequency tracker system incorporates an instrument which "locks
onto" and "tracks' the Doppler signal. This instrument (Frequency Tracker)
provides as outputs a mean voltage level, corresponding to the mean Doppler
frequency or flow velocity and a fluctuating voltage level (AC) corresponding
to the Doppler FM fluctuations or flow turbulence. In order to provide a clearer
understanding of how this system operates the relationship between the mean
and turbulent flow parameters and the Doppler frequency shift parameters
will The presented. A more comprehensive discussion of this relationship is
given in Reference 5.
The normal notation of the theory of a turbulent flow assumes that
the flow can be divided into temporal mean and turbulent parts. The velocity
component in the X direction is then written as,
U 	 = U 	 + U I M
	
(1)
where UM = mean velocity.
U *) = turbulent velocity fluctuation.
	
R	
w
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Similar expressions can be written for the Y and Z directions; however,
for simplicity only one component will be discussed here.
Considering Equation 1, and comparing the components there with
	
e Doppler frequencysh i fts the following relay
	a e defined;th	 pp 	 s ,	 w 	 vans can b d fin d,
U(t) corresponds to carrier frequency (f C M)
U (t) corresponds to frequency deviation (f dev(t))
Then an expression of the instantaneous Doppler frequency shift may be
^K+
written as
n
	
f 	 = f
c	 devM + f	 (t)	 (2)
which represents the Doppler frequency shift relation corresponding to the
velocity relations (Equation 1).
Further definition of a turbulent flow is made by defining the frequency
with which the observed velocity fluctuations occur. This frequency is called
the signal frequency (f s ) and is used in defining both the turbulence energy
spectrum and the scale of turbulence. The relationship between the signal
frequency, the carrier frequency, and the frequency deviations for the Doppler
signal is illustrated in Figure 6:
It might be noted in Figure 6, that the carrier frequency is shown not
as a signal frequency but as a continuum of frequencies due to instrument
broadening. This broadening of the Doppler frequency shift is caused by the
velocity gradient across the finite !
 scattering volume and by the finite apperature
of the scatter tubes which allows the instrument to collect light over a range of
frequencies (since the Doppler shift depends upon scattering angle).
I
Y
I
R^
The effects of the instrument broadening on the operation of the
frequency tracker and on the analysis of the data can theoretically be shown
to be significant for high velocities and small scattering angles (Reference 1).
In the flow measurements made to date with the tracking system, the effects
of instrument broadening was neglected due to time limitations and the pre-
dominance of other problems.
_.r
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The :frequency tracker incorporates a frequency discriminator as the
=	 main component within its "tracking" loop. The discriminator gives an
instantaneous voltage output proportional to the instantaneous frequency of
the voltage applied to its terminals. The amplitude of the output may be
expressed as composed of two components, one component is a mean
amplitude directly proportional to the mean frequency f  and therefore to
the mean velocity U» The other component is a fluctuating amplitude com -
?	 ponent f dev' proportional to U'. Also the frequency deviation, f dev, has a
wave form associated with itwhich is the signal frequency f  discussed
earlier.
A schematic diagram of the frequency tracker showing the frequency
discriminator in the tracking . loop network, is shown in Figure 7. When the
network is "locked", a Doppler signal is mixed with a signal from the voltage
controlled oscillator WCO) to produce a difference frequency known as the
intermediate frequency (IF) signal. The design of the network is such
that the IF signal is maintained at 30 MEfz. Any frequency deviation or
modulation of the IF signal, is then passed through the IF amplifier and band
pass filter. A limiter/discriminator then demodulates the signal so that the
resulting output voltage is proportional to any deviation, of the signal frequency
from the IF. The output voltage is then amplified and used to drive the VCO
so the instantaneous difference frequency between the Doppler signal and the
VCO output frequency is reduced in the mixer and maintained at 30 MHz.
A DC and an AC output 'which are derived at the input to the VCO are
provided for signal readout. The DC output voltage is proportional to the
carrier frequency, fc , and the AC voltage is proportional in magnitude to
the frequency deviation, fdeV' and equal in frequency to the signal frequency
s
The tracker system is designed to operate over a carrier frequency
range of from 5 to 50 MHz, but it may also be operated from 50 to200 MHz at
reduced performance. For any carrier frequency out to 50 MHz, the deviation
-
_	 _
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u frequency can vary from 0 to 50% of that carrier frequency and the signal, fre-
quency can be from 0 4o 50 XHz. The operating specifications out to 200 MHz
are not presently known.
^u	 The sensitivity of the tracker is given as follows;
Voltage	 Sensivity (Volt. /MHz)	 Range
DC	 01 1	 0 -5 0MHz
DC	 0. 025	 50-20OMHz
AC	 0. 1	 0-50MHz
AC	 Unknown
	
Unknown
The tracking accuracy can be maintained within + (100 KHz + 3% of the
deviation frequency) for the AC output.
The tracker that was available during this program was used in making
one dimensional free jet turbulence measurement. n;.escribed in Section 4.2.
Figure	 shows how the tracker was used during the tests. The AC voltage
was read directly on an R.MS voltmeter and also recorded on magnetic tape
for computer analysis of the spectral distribution of the signal frequency, fs,
The RMS voltage which was proportional to the frequency deviation. fdey, was
used to define the turbulent intensity through the following relation
	
'	 fTurbulent Intensity =	 FU 	 d
	
U	
f 
The mean flow velocity was obtained from a reading of the DC voltage
which wasro ortional, through the tracker calibration curve to the carrierR P	 i	 	 ^
frequency.
2.5 SYSTEM MEASUREMENTS
As a consequence of the development of the LDV system, several areas
of investigation were defined due to pr,oblams in these areas or to the lack of
definition of operational parameters in these areas. These investigations were
conducted through measurement or testing programs within the defined areas.
Those areas investigated were; the scattering volume, path length equalization,
WMIK
4
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electro-optical considerations, and the frequency tracker. In this section, the
investigations within these areas are discussed with the airris of presenting
the reasons for conducting the investigations and the conclusions resulting
from the investigations.
2.5. 1	 The Scattering Volume
u
	
	
One of the main attributes of the LDV system is found in the fact
that the system can perform flow field measurements without the need of
U	 physical probes within the flow. This system is designed to obtain flow
measurements through optically receiving light for a region within a flow
field called the scattering volume. Here, the scattering volume size is
the equivalent of the physical probe size in conventional measurement systems.
Whether the probe is a physical pro,)e or an optical probe, it is necessary to
have a Knowledge of the probe size in order that limitations on the flow measure-
ments due to the finite size of the probe can be defined.
Theoretical co.isiderations for flow measurement require that the
probe size be much smaller than the smallest flow perturbation which is to
be measured. This would require an infinitely small probe which, in practice
cannot be realized. Instead, the smallest physical probes (hot wire, pitot tube)
generally axe no smaller than 1.0 mm for the largest probe dimension.
Although the ,LDS% system, was designed to be capable of achieving
measurements with high spatial resolution, i. e. , small scattering volume#
it remained to be .shown that in truth the system had this resolution, For this
reason tests were conducted to measure the scattering volume size.
Before discussing these tests and presenting the results,some further
definition of the scattering volume should be made. As seen in Figure 8,
the scattering volume is defined as the intersection of two focal cylinders, one
formed by the lens which focuses the laser beam and the other formed by the
scatter tube optics. The theoretical considerations given in Reference 1 and
6 show that this intersection can be considered as the intersection of two
cylinders with dimensions as shown in Figure 8. Reference 1 and 6 further
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show that assuming defraction limited optics, the smallest scattering volume
that can theoretically be achieved with the LDV system (scatter angle,
a = 8. 5 0 ) will have a .maximum dimension of approximately), 0 mm, and a
minimum dimension of 0.03 mm (Figure 8).
With these dimensions in mind, it was left to show how well the
theoretically predicted dimensions compare to actual measured. values. The
experimental technique which was used consisted of the movement of a small
f  c-r* jet (1. 1, mm dia. ) along the maximum dimension of the scattering volume
(Figure 9) and observing the relative amplitude change of the Vignal spectra
displayed on a spectrum analyzer. Using this technique, measurements of the
signal change for jet movement through the scattering volume was made for
each of the three tubes. These measurements were conducted with a ranEe of
field stop and apperature settings to determine the setting that defined the
smallest scatter volume length. Figure 9 shows the measurements of the
minimum length obtained along with the apperature and field stop setting at
which "he measurements were made. Noting that a possible inaccuracy of
approximately ± 0.2 mm exists in the measured scattering volume length due
to a lack of definition of the jet width., the curves of Figure 9 show that the
maximum signal "seen" by each tube fall within a length of 1. 0 mm. This
value is seen to be consistent with the theoretical definitions and also with
conventional probe sizes (i. e. hot wire and pitot tubes),,
The scattering volume measurements also showed that all three
scatter tubes could be adjusted to define the same scattering volume length
at the same point in space.
Due to the relatively large size of the jet in comparison m th the
expected small dimension of the scattering volume, no attempts were made
to measure it.
The conclusions made for these measurements were that the largest
dimension of the LDV scattering volume was consistent with conventional
I	
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probe sizes and that all three scatter tines could define the same scattering
volume in space.
2. . 2	 Path Length Equalization
The term "path length equalization" as applied to the LDV system
refers to the equalization of the paths followed by the main or local oscillator
(LO) beam and that followed by the scattered Doppler shifted light beam. The
discussion here is concerned with the reasons that these paths should be equal
and the technique used for making the paths equal.
The basis for requiring that the path lengths be equal stems from the
loss of heterodyne efficiency resulting from a loss of coherence. W thoutgoing
deeply 'Into a discussion of coherence (see Reference 5 for detailed discussion)
the following definitions will be made.
The laser light is a light source of narrow but finite spectral band-
width. A coherence time, which is the inverse of this finite, bandwidth,is
defined such that for time intervals short with respect to it, the laser can
be considered to be a monochromatic source. When multiplied by the velocity
of light, the coherence time becomes a coherence length.
r'orman in Reference 1 shows through theoretical, considerations, that
the heterodyne efficiency for two beams from the same source will show a
decrease depending on the number of axial anodes excited, or spectral width,
as the path length difference between the two beams approaches the coherence
length of the source.
For the Raytheon LG 12 argon gas laser used thoughout all but the
latter part of this program, the coherence length is approximately 10 can.
Consequently, the difference between the scattered and LO light should have
been small in comparison to 10 cm. in order to have efficient heterodyning.
1jowever, it was found that for the instrument at the 8. 5 0
 scattering angle,
the path length difference was approximately 2 0. 0 cm. As a result of this
mismatch, the signal strength was noted to be poor.
to
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Throughout most of the one dimensional measurements *
 provisions
for equalizing the path lengths using accessory optics were required. During
the latter phases of this program, modifications to the LDV instrument were
incorporated to make the path lengths for all three tubes equal. This modifi-
cation, which is shown schematically in Figure Z. allows for manual adjustment
to increase the scatter beam path length up to 35 cm, and has provisions for
larger adjustments If required by use of the instrument with larger scattering
angles.
Another technique for keeping the heterodyning efficiencyhigh, is to
use a laser source of single frequency or single mode (I. e. 0 one with very
.9 ma I11 spectral w i dth).	 Such lasers have very long coherence lengths, thus a
moderate path length mismatbh would be small in comparison.
	 A method of
reducing the spectral width of a laser source is available in the Fabry-Perot
etalon,	 The etalon when placed within the laser cavity between the Brewster
window and end mirror and properly aligned with the laser cavity mirrors,
acts as a very narrow filter to effectively reduce the laser spectral width.
However, attempts at using such an etalon within the LG 12 laser cavity were
unsatisfactory. 	 It was found that the positioning of the etalon was iso critical
in order to achieve the desired filtering, that thermal drift within the cavity
made it necessary to almost constantly adjust the etalon.	 Such adjustments
were considered to be operationally unsatisfactory and therefore the use of the
etalon was abandoned.
The measurements concerned with the equalization of path lengths
indicated that for the LDV system. being discussed, the most positive
assurance of optimum, heterodyning is best achieved through physically ad-
ju,-,tlng the path lengths of the scatter and LO beams to be equal.
2.5. 3	 Electro-Optical Considerations
The electro-optical considerations for the LDV system encompass the
photornultiplier tubes and the optical components which direct the light on the
PM tubes. As a part of the development of the LDV system, it was found that
I
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a more precise definition of the operational parameters of the photomultiplier
tubes and optical components was required to optimize the system. Many
tests and measurements were made to define: these parameters. Only the,
most significant results are mentioned here.
The photomultiplier tube used in the LDV system is an RCA 8645.
This device was selected because ]its characteristics conformed to the LDV
design criteria discussed in Reference 5. 	 As installed in the LDV system,
the PM tube has connectors for the PM tube operating voltage input (800 - 1800
volts)., for the Doppler signal output, and for a voltage reading which is pro-
protional to the anode current being drawn by t'1 e tube,:
From an operational standpoint, it is important that the PM tube
operate	 below its saturation point.
	 This saturation occured when the anode.
voltage waa 12. 5 millivolts which corresponded to an anode tube current
of 0. 5 milliamps.	 It was determined that operation of the tube either at or
near saturation resulted in an unstable output signal spectra.
	
Best operation
was found to occur at approximately 6 - 7 millivolts.
As	 in	 5shown	 Reference	 the operational criteria for making the
	 g
signal-to-noise ratio from the PM tube as large as possible is that the local
5oscillator power (P
LO
) be at least
	 times greater than the scattered light
power (P 
s ) as long as the PM tube is operated below saturation.	 Since it was
found that the amount of P LO available was always greater than P s and was
always capable of saturating the PM tube for any operating voltage, measure-
ments of the minimum scatterower at which sufficient SIN
	
15 dbp	 (	 ) could
be achieved was considered an important parameter.	 This minimum scatter
P	 approximatelypower was found to be a: 	 	 1. 0 x 10 -9 watts.	 Thus	 if scattered
powers at this value or greater can be achieved for any particular system
arrangement i. e. 	 incident laser light	 wer,	 article concentration,
	 (	 ,	 g	 po	  p	 	 n  and
scatter tube apperature setting) then a sufficient SIN level might be expected.
e	 e	 t me	 that	 a	 PHowev r ,  this do s no 	 an	 ^ a good signal is guaranteed since the scattered
light must be properly aligned with the LO light in order to achieve the desired
aHAY_ INTERNATIONALES 	 CORPORATION
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signal/noise. The alignment of the two beams for each tube and the
instrument itself was perhaps the major difficulty in achieving sufficient
SIN, since in almost a ll cases (except where there were insufficient
tracer particles) the scattered light needed could be achieved either by
a increasing the incident laser power or increasing the scatter tube field
	
! 'F	
stops. It should be noted here that although increasing the scatter tube field
stops increases the amount of scattered light received, it also increases the
scattering volume (see Section 2. 5. 1).
As noted in the previous paragraph, the optical alignment difficulties
were perhaps the major difficulty in achieving sufficient SIN levels, a ling
that the scatter power was greater than 1. 0 x 10 -9 watts. These difficulties
	
Y	 will not be discussed here due to the length that such a discussion would
	
n	 require. It was found that all such difficulties could be overcome once an
intimate knowledge of the instrument was obtained.
2. 5. 4 Frequency Tracker
The frequency tracker as described in Section 2. 4 is shown to be an
integral part of the LDV system. This instrument is designed to effectively
demoluate the Doppler signal to voltage components from which the velocity
data can be obtained. The operation of the instrument is such that when the
instrument- is
 "locked" onto the Doppler signal, a DC voltage corresponding
to the mean flow velocity and an AC voltage corresponding to the flow
turbulence are read as the outputs.
The problems with the tracker which caused the most concern were
an inconsistency in its tracking or locking capability and an inprecis B
	
^i	 def inition of its accuracy.
The inconsistency in the tracking or locking capability was attributed
r. imaril to the lack of sufficient SIN le els Thespecifiedp	 y	 /	 v 	 SIN level for
f
proper tracking w^:s 13 15 db; however, during the early development stages
t	 such signal levels werel l  is 	difficult to achieve. Since then, improvements in the
LDV system allow S/N _levels as high as 30 -35 db to be obtained. As a result of
22
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the improved SIN levels, future problems with locking and tracking are not
expected to be encountered.
Measurements of the AC noise levels and the accuracy with which the
DC level can be read were x-wade. It was found that the tracker AC noise level
was normally 1.0. 0 my RMS. When making a turbulence measurement with the
tracker, the data analysis should allow corrections for this noise level. The
DC accuracy measurements showed that the DC voltage output could be read
to within 1. 0 my or approximately 1. 0 ft/sec.
Further, more precise measurements of the tracker accuracy are
being conducted by the manfaeturer (Raytheon Company). These measure-
ments are to help in defining improvements which will be incorporated into
two new trackers being built. It is expected that any major improvements
will be incorporated into the old tracker which was used for this program.
Iif
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3. 4 TRACER. SYSTEMS
In the truest sense, the LDV system only measures the movement of the
small tracer particles within a gas flow, so in order for the particle informa-
tion to be an accurate representation of the gas flow, careful consideration
must be given to the characteristics of the tracer particles within the gas
flow. It is this consideration that led to the investigation of tracer particles
for the LDV system. Initial investigations .indicated that the problems of
providing a suitable tracer particle in the concentrations necessary for the
LDV system would be very difficult to solve. This section explores these
problems through discussions of the two phase flow considerations, tracer
particles and injection techniques, and techniques for measuring particle
size and concentration.
3.1
	
TWO-PHASE FLOW CONSIDERATIONS
As discussed here, a two phase flow is a gaseous flow in which liquid or
solid particles are entrained, 	 The primary two-phase flow consideration,
from the standpoint of the LDV aystem, is a definition of the particle char -
acteristics that are required in various flow fields, in order that the particle
movements accurately represent the movement of the gas flow. Such a def-
inition c;,-in be made from the results of a theoretical two-phase flow model
which represents ,typical flow field conditions. This theoretical investigation
was conducted by Berman and presented in Reference 2. The discussion
here is primarily a summary of Berman's work.
Berman's theoretical approaches to the analysis of the particle-fluid
interactions were for special cases in which solutions to the defining particle-
fluid equations could be obtained. In one of these approaches, the equations
of motion were solved for the case of a single particle in a turbulent field.
This case was the most generalized and allowed the analysis of particle-fluid
motion for various turbulent frequency spectrums, with the following assumptions
imposed;
4i
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1. The particle is small and spherical so that a simple expression can
be used for the drag coefficient based on the relative motion,
2. The particle is small compared to the smallest wavelength of
turbulence.
3. The flow field is not perturbed by the presence of the particle.
4. The fluid and solid particle paths coincide.
5. The turbulence is homogeneous and steady.
6. The turbulence is not effected by solid boundaries.
7. Several assumptions relating to the nonlinear terms in the motion
equation are also made.
Berman applies the particle fluid equations, which result when the above
assumptions are imposed, to the case of turbulence in a free-jet and in pipe-
flow. His results indicate that for a particle size of 1. 0 micron or smaller,
with a density of 1. 0 gm/em 3 ,
 the error in the mean squared velocity relative
to the mean squared fluid velocity will be 276 for spectral frequencies up to
20KHzand Mach numbers up to 2. 0. This error is shown to be even smaller
for lower particle mass densities and particle size.
Although Berman's analysis is not exact due to the assumptions imposed
in arriving at solutions, it dries provide a basic definition of the desired particle
characteristics, i. e. 1. 0 micron or less in diameter and have a low mass
density. A further characteristic inferred for the analysis is that the particles
be spherical. This cannot be considered as a absolute characteristic since
non-spherical particles can be treated as spherical particles, in a two-phase
flow analysis. However,such treatment would further complicate the particle-
fluid analysis. For the purposes of the particle investigations discussed in
the next section,a spherical or nearly spherical particle will be considered
a desired characteristic. Since Berman's analysis was only concerned, with
the motion of a single particle in a turbulent field, future theoretical two-phase
flow investigations should be concerned with defining the effects of particle-
particle collisions assuming typical particle size distributions and concen-
trations which are expected in actual LDV operation.
1- -
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3.2	 TRACER PARTICLES AND INJECTION TECHNIQUES
In the investigations of tracer systems for the LDV system, it was
found that a particular tracer particle could usually only be injected into a
gas
	 flow by a particular technique.
	 For this reason, each type of particle
will be described along with the injection technique used for it.
	 Before des-
cribing the various tracers and injection techniques which have been invest-
igated, a clearer definition; of the requirements or desired characteristics for a
tracer particle and for an injection technique will be made.
In order to chose a satisfactory tracer material, consideration must be
given to the requirements of the LDV system, the gas flow, and the test facility.
One of the requirements imposed by the LDV system stems from the design
J
criteria that the system operate with light scattered in the Mie regime.
Scattered light in the Mie regime requires that the particle size be on the order
of the wavelength of the incident light, which for the laser light used with the
LDV system, means that the particle size should be approximately 0. 5 microns.
The only requirement on a tracer injection technique is that the particle
3
concentration (in particles/cm ) at the submicron size, provide scatter in-
tensities, with the incident laser powers being used, which are sufficient to
obtain a useful Doppler signal level.
A requirement of the gas flow is that the particles accurately follow
fluctuations.
	 discussedthe flow
	 As	 in Section 3. 1. this requires spherical
or nearly spherical particles with diameters of 1. 0 micron or less and with
mass densities as low as possible.
	 Table II compares the diameters, mass-
- densities and other characteristics of most of the materials that were invest-
igated during the course of this work.
In general, the requirements for compatibility with the test facility
are that the tracer be non-toxic, non-corrosive and non-abrasive, and not
create an explosive hazard. 	 These requirements will vary with the type test
and test facility
	 t which measurements are being conducted
	 tracer
	 g	 A	  .may
be toxic, corrosive, abrasive, and explosive to some degree and still be
r
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{	 permitted for a particular test if proper preparations and precautions are
	
"	 taken to minimize these undesirable characteristics.
The only requirement on the injection technique is that it be capable
3of providing the particle concentrations (in particles /cm ) which, for incident
laser powers used with the LDV system, will provide scatter intensities
sufficient to obtain a useful Doppler signal level. There are two approaches
	
PP	 g	 PP
for achieving this requirement. One is to inject the particles in-line while
	
_	 the flow facility is operating and the other is to inject the particles into an
air-supply chamber prior to operation of a facility. Investigations of these
two approaches have shown both advantages and disadvantages. The approach
for injecting the particles during a flow facility operation allows for the.
injection of particles at pressures which are lower than before the facility
is operated; however, the particles must be injected at high rates, especially
in large flow rate facilities such as wind tunnels. On the other hand, the
1^ p approach for injecting into su. 	 chambers prior to running can be accom
	
r ,	 PP	 J	 >;	 pP-Y	 P	 g	 p
lisped at relatively low flow rates; however, such supply chambers may be at
high pressures, thus requiring the particles be injected at high pressures.
During the investigation of the tracer particles and the injection
n techniques, it was found that the tracer systems met the desired requirements
in varying d eg rees. In the remaining 
	 the tracers stems whichY  g	 g Y
were investigated are discussed with the aim of providing an indication of the
degree with which each met the desired requirements.
Smoke Bomb System
The first tracer system which was tested (Figure 10) consisted of a
chamber in which smoke was mixed with air and passed into a plenum chamber
	 j
and out of a free jet nozzle. Smoke bombs manufactured by Superior Signal
Company, Spotswood, New. Jersey, produced the tracer particles which were
zinc chloride in union with atmospheric moisture,
	 f
This . technique was used not only for free jet measurements but also
for some early measurements at a. MSFC wind tunnel facility. Both of these
3
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F ^ 	 uses only required that the system operate at pressures slightly above
atmospheric. Operation of the system at pressure much above atmospheric
was never attempte
Using a Stokes experiment, a mean mass particle size of 2. 15 microns
was found to be produced by the smoke bomb. Photomicrographs of the part-
icles collected in the Stokes experiment indicated that particles in the range
of 0. 2 to 5.25 microns were present. Particle counts from the photomicro-
graphs gave a mean mass particle size of 2. 3 microns which compared well
with the size determined with the Stokes experiment.
The smoke concentrations p roduced, were found to be sufficient to
provide signal-to-noise ratios of 2 0 db and better on free jet measurements
with an incident laserower of 0. 3 to 0. 5 watts. Due to an inconsistency inp	 Y
the burning rates of the smoke bombs, it was found to be very difficult to
maintain or repeat particle concentrations. The variations in the burning rate
film	 produced -variations in the Doppler signal and made optical adjustments to
optimize the signal strength very difficult.
An undesirable aspect of the smoke bomb technique was the corrosive
nature of the residue which collected inside the flow channels i which 'ts	 w	 nn	 n _ a. ^, wa s
used. If the residue was not removed shortly after it collected; damage to
e	 facility resulted.th flow fa it 
Fluidized Bed Technique
The next investigation in injection techniques was concerned with -the
introduction of solid particulate materials into gas flows through the use of a
fluidized bed. The fluidized bed technique as seen in Figure 11, would suspend
the particles in the air by passing the air through the bed of materials. The
rate at which the air was passed through the bed of particles determined the
quantity of particles entrained in the air flow. Some degree of regulation on
the concentration could be obtained by adjusting the ratio of the by-pass air
flow to the air-flow through the bed.
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Measurements to determine the operational characteristics of this
system indicated that the flow velocity through the bed should be maintained
at a value less than 1. 0 ft/sec. At higher velocities, the fluidized bed began
to slug resulting in fluctuations in both concentration and flow velocity.
The use of this technique was limited to free jet measurements during
this program; however, the technique container) distinct possiblities for
injection of particles at high rates and at high gas pressures. This was
evidenced by the simplicity of the system and by the ease with which concen-
trations could be achieved.
Of the many materials investigated and tested in the fluidized system,
(see Table II), the polyvinyl chloride materials, trade name G eon, were
found to offer the most desirable tracer characteristics. examinations of the
Geon 126 material with an electron microscope (Figure 12) showed that the
material was made up of almost spherical particles with diameters of approxi-
mately 0. 3 microns. This information along with its non-corrosive, non-toxic,
and non-explosive nature, its low specific: gravity, and low cost indicated that
this material met most of the tracer requirements. However, problems with
agglomeration due to static changes and with design of a more controllable
technique for injecting the particles led to further investigations of other materials
and techniques.
Chemically Reactive Gas-Mixing
A disadvantage of the fluidized bed technique was that the entire flow
had to pass through the fluidized bed to obtain high particle concentration. To
avoid this restriction and permit easier addition of a tracer system to existing
facilities, another particle injection technique was developed. It consisted of
the mixing of hydrogen chloride and ammonia gases to produce ammonium;
chloride particles within air flows. ,A, sketch of such a system: which was used
on some free jet mean velocity measurements is shown in Figure 13. This
system is composed of two gas regulation and measurement networks, one for
each. of the two gases to be mixed. The gases were normally mixed in a ratio
:teelow	 Sm
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by weight of 35% NTJ 3 and 65% HCL, the flow rates being determined by the
required concentration level, for an assumed particle size (usually 1. 0
microns) and a given air flow rate.
Since this technique is a chemical one, the formation of the ammonium
chloride particles first begins on a molecular scale and would remain on that
scale if it were not for the agglomeration and crystalline growth of the particles.
For this reason, the particle size and concentration produced will depond on
the method by which the gases are mixed and dispersed and on the crystalline
growth rate. The study of mixing and dispersing techniques for various flaw
conditions and the crystalline growth rate of the particles was not undertake a,
in this program due to the scope of such an investigation. Consequently, no
specific information on the particle size and concentration produced by this
technique were obtained.
The gas mixing program, was accomplished with two tubes which
directed the ammonia and hydrogen chloride gas flows together in a plenum
chamber in which the air flow was passing. This method of mixing the gases was
used in some high speed free jet mean velocity measurements and in a test pro-
gram at AEDC to measure the reverse flow in the base region of a clustered
"	 engine model. A lack of optimization in the mixing and dispersion of the particles
in both of these tests was evident by the observed accumulation of tracer materials
within thc; plenum chambers.
This technique of particle injection was chosen for each of these tests
because of the comparative ease with which the technique can be applied to
particle production in "high' pressure* plenum chambers with large (> 1. 0 lb/ sec)
flow rates.
Perhaps the weakest characteristics of this system are found in the
corrosive and toxic nature of the gases which are used. Both gases require
*This technique is limited to "high" pressures which are below the bottle
pressure of ammonia. At 70 0 F, ammonia bottle pressure is 114 psig.
1
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special handling equipment and safety precautions in order to protect a
facility and personnel.. Even with these precautions, the use of this system
at most facilities would be questionable due to the nature of these gases.
Shearing Jet Aerosol Generator
The final technique which has been investigated offers the most promis-
ing solution to the tracer problem. This technique produces liquid tracer
particles, by forcing air at high speeds from jets immersed in a bed of the
liquid. The high speed jets produce large shearing forces which break the
liquid into small particles, which are then carried away from the liquid bed
by the air flow. A sketch of this technique is shown in Figure 14.
A comprehensive study of this technique for aerosol production is
presented in Reference 3. A commercially available aerosol generator
(ROYCO Instrument Company, Menlo Park, California) which incorporated
some of the techniques discussed in Reference 3, was obtained for testing
and possible use with the LDV system. Initial tests with this generator
demonstrated excellent operational characterisitcs with the LDV system. This
generator used a dioctyl phthalate (DOP) liquid and was designed to produce a
mean particle size of 0. 3 microns. This generator was used to provide the
tracers for a series of one-dimensional turbulence measurements in a free
jet at subsonic velocities.
Since the R.OYCO generator was not designed for large flow rates or
high pressures, which were required for planned LDV measurements, in-
vestigations were conducted to establish design criteria for use in constructing
larger, heavy duty generators. These investigations were conducted to
determine the particle size and concentration produced with different liquids,
nozzle configurations and operating pressures.
Measurements of the particle size and concentration produced under
i
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in Figures 15 and 16, These figures compare the particle size and con-
centration produced with the .nozzle configurations seen in Figure 17. The
ROYCO generator was modified to allow for testing of different nozzle con-
figurations. These configuratiox.s were operated in a DOP liquid and a
silicon liquid. (20 centistoke) under various nozzle pressure ratios.
The moJified nozzle as seen in Figure 17 was evaluated because such
a, nozzle could be constructed easily and adapted to larger generators, The
silicon liquid was evaluated because of the inert nature of the liquid in com-
parison with the DOP liquid which is a plastizer and can cause softening of
many synthetic materials which might be found at many fluvf facilities. The
silicon liquid was also found to have a lower toxicity level than the DOP liquid.
The aerosol data trends shown in Figures 15 and 16 indicate that
higher operating pressures produce larger concentrations, smaller particle
sizes, and a smaller percentage of large particl.rs. The only exceptions to
this trend is the combination of the modified nozzle with the silicon liquid.
The DOP liquid produced smaller mean particle sizes and larger concentrations
than the silicon liquid. It appears that the best operating pressure ratio to
achieve the smallest mean particle size and largest concentration is at pressure
ratios in the range from 3. 0 to 4. 0. The modified nozzle also provided better
particle characteristics for the DOP liquid than the R,OXCO nozzle; however,
this %A,as not true for the silicon liquid.
Af ter examination of these measurements, it was concluded that a
larger generator could be built to provide concentrations of up to 10 particles/cm
with a mean mass particle size of approximately 1. 0 microns. Such a generator
was designed to have a flow rate of 1. 0 ' lbm/sec at pressures up to 100 prig.
The design also provided that the generator be constructed in two stages as
seen in Figure 14, in order to provide more liquid surface area per jet.
After constructing and testing a generator according to the initial
design specifications, several design flaws were noted. It was found that if
^	 `J
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the air velocity became larger than 1. 0 ft/sec, the generator would spew
large droplets of the liquid. 	 In order to keep the air velocity low for the
desired 1. 0 lbm/sec flow rate, it was necessary to increase the generator
size from an original 1. 0 foot in diame , - r to 2. 0 feet in diameter. 	 It was
further found that the oil temperature should be kept between 50 -800 F in
order to keep the concentration optimized. 	 For this reason, provisions in
a revised generator design included a heater to keep the inlet air warm and
reduce the cooling of the liquid bed by the expanding air. 	 Baffle plates were
also included in the revised design to help reduce losses due to splashing
from the liquid bed.	 An air by-pass line was also included to allow for
reductions in the concentration level.
A, generator which incorporated these revised design specifications
was constructed and installed at the MSFC 7-inch wind tunnel facility as
shown in Figure 18. 	 Measurements of the output fr
 .
i,,.^._m  this generator with
silicon liquid and a nozzle pressure ratio of 3. 0 showed that the mean mass
8	 3.particle output was 1. 08 microns with a concentration of 1. 94 x 10	 particles/cm .
The only operationial environ'.xnent la which this technique for particle
injection has not proven itself is in the injection or production of particles
t at high pressures inside the generator.
	 Such a capability is desirable since
many test facilities require that the particles be introduced into high pressure
air supplies.
Although none of the tracer materials or injection techni-u.es
 investi-
have	 foundgated	 been	 to meet all the desired	 ue requirements, each techniqq
and, material offers characteristics which are suitable for specific test pro-
rams and test facilities.	 One must evaluate the specific test and choose theP
k
material and technique accordingly.
In light of all the tracer investigations which have been conducted, it
is felt that the most promising solution to the tracer problem at the present
G
time is the generation of liquid particles with shearing jets.
i
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3.3 TECHNIQUES FOR TRACER PARTICLE SIZE AND
CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS
Since the LDV system measures the movement of particles within a
gas flow, the accuracy with which the particle movements represent the
movements of the gas flow is important in evaluation of tha LDV measure-
xnents. As indicated in the discussion of two-phase flow considerations, the
accuracy is primarily dependent on the size of the particle. So in order
to assure that the particles are of sufficiently small size to accurately
represent the gas flow, measurements of the particle size within the flow
must be made. It is not only desirable to know the particle size, but also
the concentration since the concentration Is important in assuring that the
number of particles within the scattering volume is sufficient to provide a
continuous Doppler signal from which statistical velocity data can be obtained.
For these reasons, various techniques for making tracer particle size
and concentration measurements were investigated. Thee techniques in-
cluded microscope examinations, a particle settling experiment, light
scattering and transmission measurements, and a particle impaction device.
Although it is considered desirable to make the particle size and con-
centration measurements at the point at which the LDV velocity measure-
ment is :made, investigations of the various techniques indicated that only
the light transmission technique offered this capability for a wide range of
flow conditions. The other techniques were limited to making measurements
in flows in which reliable isokinetic sampling could be conducted. Isokinetic
sampling is largely limited to low speed laminar flows in which probes 1/4
inch ID and larger can be used. As a result of these limitations, most of the
particle measurements were made either prior to injecting the particles or
under controlled flow conditions.
Microscope Examinations
Particle measurements on most of the solid tracer materials invest-
igated were made prior to injecting them into the flow fields. Using both
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optical and electron microscope, these measurements determined if the
solid materials, which were to be injected, were composed of particles
that were roughly spherical in shape and 1. 0 micron and below in diameter.
Most of the solid materials which were examinied showed that the particles were
non -spherical in shape and too large to follow gas flows well. The best solid
tracer material investigated was Ceon 126, an electromicrograph of which
is seen in Figure 12.
An extended use of the microscopic technique is available when it is
used to size and count tracer particles which have been collected on a filter
paper by flowing an isokinetic sample of the particle-gas flow through the
filter. By counting the various sizes of particles seen within typically rep-
resentative areas of the filter paper, the size distribution of the particles
present can be obtained. By weighing the amount of material collected during
a known time interval and flow rate, the concentration can also be obtained.
Stokes ExDe riment
.A. Stokes particle settling experiment was used in determining the mean
mass particle size produced by the 3-:minute smoke bombs and by the mixing
of ammonia and hydrogen chloride gases to produce ammonium chloride particles.
The Stokes particle settling experiment is based on the fact that for small
spheres (with Reynolds Numbers less than 1. 0) the drag coefficient is inversely
proportional to R.ey t-. 's Number. Using this fact, a relationship between the
particle diameter and settling or terminal velocity, for particles suspended in
still air, can be derived.
In this experiment, the particles are injected into a settling chamber
and the rate of fall of the interface which forms when the particles reaches
terminal velocity, is measured. When the particles are of reasonably uniform
diameter, the interface is sharp and distinct; however, some difficulty is
encountered when the particle size distribution is large, since the interface is 	 i
not so well defined.
1
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This experimental technique was used to determine a mean mass
particle size produced by the smoke bombs of 2.15 microns and a mean mass
particle size produced by the mixing of ammonia and hydrogen chloride gases,
of 1. 2 microns. It should be noted that due to the nature of this experimental
technique, the above particle sizes are only an indication of the particle size
that can be produced. Such a size may vary considerably due to agglomera-
tion and crystalline growth when the particles are introduced to LDV flow
systems.
Light Scattering and Transmission Measurements
The use of a light scattering device to make continuous on-line measure-
ments of the particle-,gas flow was investigated, since such a device appeared
to offer advantages over the other more tedious particle measuring techniques.
These dev.ces are sold commercially and usually referred to as particle 	
f
monitors or particle counters. Upon discussing these devices with several
persons familiar with their operation, it was found that these devices were 	 r
generally insensitive to submicron particles, could only handle very small
concentrations, were difficult to calibrate, and were proven inaccurate in 	 X^
many cases. For these reasons, no attempts to make measurements with the
devices were made.
A further particle measurement technique (Reference 4), incorporated
^^1 y
	 Mie light scattering theory with the measurement of the extinction of different
wavelengths of light which pass through a particle-gas flow. In the arrangement
for this technique (Figure 9), a mercury vapor light is focused through a jet
of a particle-gas flow and focused on a photomultiplier tube. Measurements
0	 0
of the extinction of two wavelengths, in this case 4358 A and 5461 A are
made. These extinction values, along with the refractive index for the particle
material, and the thickness of the particle-gas flow through which the beam
passes, are the data inputs to a computer program which calculates a field
of extinction values at the input wavelengths assuming various mean particle
H,
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sizes within the flow. The program compares the input extinction values with the
computed field and selects a corresponding mean particle size atxd calculates
a concentration.
Measurements with this technique on the output of DOP particles
from the ROYCO generator, gave a mean number particles size of 0. 63 macrons
	
6	 3
and a concentration of 8.3 x 10 particles/cm	 These values compared well
to values obtained with other techniques.
This technique appeared to offer a suitable particle sizing system until
further analysis revealed that it would yield inaccurate particle sizes when the
particles being measured consisted of a wide particle distribution. It was
felt that further improvement of the technique could be achieved through mod-
ification of the computer program and extinction measurements to allow for
measurements at more wavelengths of light; however, time limitations did
not allow this improvement to be made.
L	 Particle Impaction Technique
Another particle measuring technique is based on the principle that
aarticle in a moving article- gas flosx, will impact upon a late laced in itsP	 gP	 b	 P	 P	 P	 P
path provided the inertia of the particle is sufficiently large compared with the
drag orce exerted on the particle	 'r	 device	 h pa ^.   by the ai . A ev^..e called the cascade
impacter which incorporates this principle is shown schernatically in Figure 20.
Measurements of DOP and silicon particles were conducted using a
5 stage cascade impactor obtained from Scientific Advances Inca , Columbus,
Ohio. This impactor was designed to collect particles in the range of 0. 25
microns to 4 microns, each stage collecting a certain particle size distribution
within that range.
In making the measurements, a particle-gas flow of 1. 05 liters/min
(design value) was pulled through the impactor for 1 -2 minutes. Afterwards,
the mass of material collected on each impactor plate was measured by an
infrared absorption technique. The masses were then used to plot 5 points or.
a size distribution curve. Using the size distribution data and the flow rate
data, a concentration could then be calculated.
•I.
t
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Values of the mean particle size and concentrations fox ,
 DOP and silicon
particles were made with this technique in order to evaluate the shearing jet
aerosol generators. This data is shown in Figures 15 and 16. This technique
has demonstrated excellent operation although its application is limited to
a
	 sample taking in low speed flows at near atmospheric pressures. Even with
these limitations this technique has offered the most satisfactory results of
all particle measuring systems investigated.
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4. 0 FLOW FIELD MEASUREMENTS
The flow field measurements conducted with the LDV system are
the most important practical part of the LDV program. These measure-
ments have demonstrated the feasibility of conducting three-dimensional
mean velocity measurements in a supersonic wind tunnel flow field and of
1	 conducting one-dimensional turbulence measurements in subsonic free jet
flow.
The following sub-sections discuss the velocity measurement pro-
grams which were undertaken. These programs include; base flow measure-
ments for a clustered engine model, subsonic free jet measurements, 'and
supersonic wind tunnel measurements.
4. 1	 BASE FLOW MEASUREMENTS FOR A CLUSTERED ENGINE
kAODEL
This test program was the first attempt to apply the LDV system
to the measurement of three-dimensional mean flow field velocities in a wind
tunnel environment. Although no velocity data were obtained due to diffi-
culties with the laser, the operational experience which was gained in the LDV
alignment and tracer system were useful.
The following segments describe the test facility and LDV system
arrangement, the tracer system.and the test results.
The Test Facility and LDV System Arrangement
This test program was conducted at the Arnold Engineering and
Development Center (AEDC), Tullahoma, Tennessee. A test cell installed
at AEDC which contained a clustered nozzle configuration model (four engine),
!	 provided the base flow field in which the measurements were to be conducted.
The test cell was designed to provide the four-engine nozzle model with
variable ambient pressure to model plenum pressure -ratio. This flow
variable allowed the simulation of various nozzle exhaust impingement con-
ditions which created different base flow conditions.
i
rtl
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The four model nozzles were conical with cylindrical shrouds and
equally spaced on a 6.6 inch diameter circle. Each nozzle had an area ratio
of 3. 11 and exit diameter of 2. 67 inches. The nozzles were attached to a
plenum chamber which could be operated at pressures from 20 to 100 prig.
During these tuts, the plenum chamber was normally operated at 60 psig
with an ambient pressure to model plenum pressure ratio of 26 x 10-4
A heat; shield was located 2. 0 inches from the nozzle exit plane giving a base
region vent area between the nozzles of 2. 0 inches by 2. 0 inches. A diffuser
was located downstream of the nozzle exhaust at a position which created
constant ambient or test cell pressures during model operation. After pass-
ing through the diffuser, the model gases were exhausted into a large low
pressure exhaust sphere. More complete details of the test facility are
given in Reference 11.
The electronic data analysis system (Figure 21) consisted of
three spectrum analyzers which allowed for online observations of the
Doppler signals. In order to record the Doppler signals, the vertical output
from each of the spectrum analyzers was connected to a tape deck for re-
cording. Marker frequencies on the spectrum analyzer were to be used to
establish the frequency of the Doppler signal, cinee no Doppler signals
were identified during this program, this electronic system was never
properly evaluated.
The relative positioning of the test cell and LDV instrument for
alignment is shown in Figure 21. The alignment of the LDV instrument was
made with the main or LO beam from the Raytheon LG 12 laser perpendicular
to the centerline of engine model. A small diameter scattering jet, which
was fixed to a three-dimensional traversing mechanism mounted inside the
cell, could be moved to various known positions within the nozzle base region.
This jet contained small tracer particles of dioctyl phthalate (DOP) to scatter
the LO beam and provide a point from which the LDV instrument could be
a.'	 I
a
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alined and a Doppler signal obtained. During the operation of the model
.flow, the alignment jet was moved to a remote region of the test cell.
The Tracer S stem
When planning for this test program first began, it was evident
that the requirements on the tracer system would present difficult problems.
The primary problems were due to the quantity of flow in which tracers
were to be injected (9.4 lb/sec from 4 nozzles) and the requirement that the
particles be produced in pressures that were above atmospheric (approxi-
mately 60 psig). The tracer system that could best meet the test facility
requirements was the chemical mixing of ammonia and hydrogen chloride
gases to produce ammonium chloride particles.
	
This system offered the
ability for mixing the gases within the model plenum chamber at a rate which
would provide estimated particle concentrations in the base region of 106
particles/cm
	 A schematic of the gas control system is shown in Figure 22.
This system was designed to provide an injection of gases, at the plenum
chamber entrance to two of the nozzles. The gases; were injected along the
inside edge of the nozzle entrance since this was the exhaust flow region
which produced the reversed flow into the base. Since only '.wo of the nozzles
were injected, the LDV measurements were confined to or ke half of the base
flow region. The system was capable of providing sufficient flows of ammonia
and hydrogen chloride gases to produce particle concentrations in the nozzle
flow which would provide an estimated 10 6 particles/cm in the base flow
region.
The tracer system operation was considered an overall success in
its ability to provide sufficient tracer particles. However, several operational
problems were noted.
	 These problems included, leaks in the gas regulation
system, loss of pressure due to cooling in the ammonia cylinders, and slight
corrosion inside the test cell. m
4 / ...
+1Y^'
-,E
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Due to the toxic nature of the gases used, the leaks which occurred
in the system were physically dangerous to the personnel in the area, Strict
safety precautions were observed throughout the test program. During the
operation of the system, all personnel in the area were required to wear
protective gas masks. After a test run, the ammonia and hydrogen chloride
gas system was purged with dry nitrogen and all the .gas bottles were closed.
Whenever a leak was noted, the gas system was immediately closed at the
dome regulators with the solenoid operated valves shown in Figure 22.
Due to the fact that ammonia is stored as a liquid at room tem-
perature and a vapor pressure of 114 psig, the injection of the required
quantity of ammonia gas into the model plenum chamber at 60 psig proved
to be difficult to maintain. As the gas was evaporated, the temperature of
the liquid decreased causing a reduction in the bottle gas pressure and a
W
corresponding reduction in floui rate. This problem was solved by heating
j	 the ammonia bottles with heater tapes and portable air heaters. Heaters were
t
not required on the hydrogen chloride bottles, since at room temperature the
bottles would have a pressure of 613 psig which was enough pressure to main-
tain the required flow rates.
The corrosion which resulted from the use of this tracer system
was found to be less than expected. No tunnel operational difficulties were
encountered as a result of the corrosion caused by this tracer system.
During the testing period a practice of periodic cleanup of the test cell model
was followed in order to minimize any corrosion problems.
Test Results
During the entire test period of AEDC and for many months there-
after, the LDV system was evaluated to determine the operational parameters
with which a readable Doppler signal at supersonic flows could be obtained.
T
3	 .
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Such an evaluation was prompted by the fact that no Doppler signals were
detected during the ,A.DDC tests, The results of these evaluations and im-
provements in the LDV system culminated in the demonstration of three-
dimensional supersonic LDV measurements at the MSFC 7-inch wind tunnel
(Section 4, 3).
These evaluatiurxs of the LDV system indicated that the major
reason for not obtaining a readable Doppler signal was due to the use of an
etalon within the laser cavity of the Raytheon LG 12 laser. The use of a
etalon to improve the Doppler signal is discussed in Section 2. 2. It is noted
in that section that unless the etalon is properly aligned the Doppler signal
will not be detectable. It is further noted that such an alignment within the
Raytheon laser could only be maintained for short time periods. Due to the
transient thermal conditions which caused slight movements of the etalon.
During the tests it was found that manual adjustment of the etalon could cause
a loss in the Doppler signal obtained from the alignment jet, however it was
not until after the tests that the thermal movements of the etalon were estab-
lished.
Although no Doppler measurements of the base flow was made,
several significant results were made. These results are listed below.
(1) The alignment of the instrument could be maintained
through the windows of the test cell.
(2) Measurements of the scatter intensity received during
the tests indicated that the particle concentrations pro-
duced by the tracer system were sufficiently large to
obtain Doppler signals.
(3) The particles in the flow caused fogging of the test cell
windows to the extent that the windows became opaque.
Such fogging was alleviated by the use of window guards
which kept the reverse base flow from striking the
window, but passed the scatter and .LO beams. \S
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(4) The small alignment jet within the tost cell proved to
be a necessary and important wart of the LDV system,
for locating and aligning the instrument relative to the
model.
These results are considered significant since they provide further
operational understanding and experience with the ,LDV system.
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}• Z ST)13SONIC FREE JET MEASUREMENTS
In order to demonstrate the ability
	 Yof the LDV s ystem to make turbulence
measurements, a series of one-dimensional turbulence and mean velocity
meae^ „,cements within a free 'et were conducted. These measurements are
discussed in the following segments which describe the test arrangement,
the electronic systems and the test results.
Test Arranget ,ent
The test arrangement for conducting the free jet measurements is shown
schematically in Figure 23. In this arrangement, a Raytheon Modcl LG 12
0
argon laser provided light of 4880 A at powers between 0. 2 and 0. 3 watts. This
light, referred to as the LO beam, was passed through a beaux expander, then
reflected off ,a mirror and through a lens which focused the beam in the free jet
flow.
An alum,inurn plenum chamber, approximately 3 feet long and 3 inches
in diameter, with a 0. 5 inch diameter smooth entrance nozzle provided the
free jet flow. An exhaust duct 1. 5 feet in diameter was located approximately
1. 5 feet from the jet exit to keep the test area free of tracer particles.
The relative alignment between the free jet flow and the laser and LDV
instrument was such that the velocity component measured by the instru-
ment was in a direction parallel to the centerline of the free jet assuming that
the ,velocity component parallel to the laser beam is approximately zero. This
alignment was accomplished by (1) making the laser beam perpendicular to the
jet centerline and (2) making the plane formed by the centerline of the LO tube
and the centerline of scatter tube No. 3, lay along the centerline of the jet.
During these measurements, the field stop and front apperature within
the scatter tube of the LDV instrument were at 25. 0 microns diameter and
15. 0 mm diameter respectively. These values were found to provide a scatter-
ing volume comparable to hot wire anemometer probe sizes (Section 2. 5. 1).
ti
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The relative movement of the LDV scattering volume and the hot wire
probe used during the tests was accomplished by movements of two cross-
blocks on which the jet was mounted. These blocks allowed for movements
in the X and Y directions.
The tracer particles were dioctyl phthalate (DOP) and were produced
by an aerosol generator manufactured by ROYCO Instrument Company. This
generator produces the particles by forcing compressed air through small jets
immersed in the fluid. Measurements of the particle size and concentration
produced by this generator are given in Figures 15 and 16.
Electronic §y! tems
In order to make comparisons of the free jet measurements that were
conducted, two electronic systems were employed. One system consisted of
the components necessary for making mean velocity and turbulence measure.-
ments with the LDV system and the other system consisted of the instrumen-
tation necessary for making similar flow field measurements with the hot wire
anenometer.
The electronic system necessary for detecting and processing the
Doppler signal consisted of the following components;
(a) An RCA 8645 photomultiplier tube on which the photomixing
occurs.
(b) A wide band amplifier which increased the signal strength to
approximately . 1 .4 volts RMS.
(c) Frequency tracker (described in Section 2,4), which pro-
vided a DC voltage corresponding to the mean flow velocity
and an AC voltage corresponding to the velocity fluctuations
(turbulence).
(d) A variable band-pass filter to limit the tracker output signals
to be the same frequency range as the hot -,,vire system.
(e) A true RMS voltmeter and tape deck which provided for
either a direct reading or recording of the tracker AC
output.
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The hot wire anemometer equipment consisted of a DT5A 55AOI constant
temperature anemometer unit. The probe used with this unit contained a signal
wire, 0. 66 mm in length and 0. 005 mm in diameter. This instrument also pro-
vided a mean voltage reading which was a measure of the mean flow velocity and
a fluctuating voltage read on a RM5 voltmeter which was a function of the flow
turbulence. This instrument is considered accurate to approximately ± 3% for
measurements of local isentropic turbulent intensities of less than 20 %.
1	 Test Resul ts
	^.	 Measurements of the mean velocity nd turbulence within the free `etY	 J
were made with both the LDV and hot wire systems. For the results presented
the mean core velocity as 173 ft/sec and the R eynolds number based on theY	 Y
	s-	 jet diameter was 47, 000.
Figure 24, which compares hot wire and LDV turbulence data down
the centerline of the nozzle, show good agreement especially in the potential
core (x/D < 4). A ''hump'' is noted in the LDV and hot wire profiles which is
	
E	 not present in the data of Corresin and Uberoi (Reference 9 ). This
'xump is probably a characteristic of the flow systems, measured.
Figure 2 5 shows a comparison of LDV and hot wire mean velocity pro-
files at x/D = 2. 0. Excellent agreement between the data is no%,.ed.
A comparison of turbulent intensity profiles at x/D 2. 0 is presented
in Figure 26. These curves reflect the' range of data for four sets of hot
F. wire data and two sets of LDV data, The average. ut...ertainty of the hot wire
and LDV data is 5. 576 and 8.`2% respectively. The LDV data given was not
continued past the point at Y/R = .96 due to the intermittency of particle con-
centrations caused by the mixing of the seeded flow air with the surrounding
ambient air. This intermittency produces a Doppler signal which is not con-
	
{	 tinuous enough to provide statistical information -f the turbulent fluctuations
present. The air surrounding the Jet would have ,to' be seeded with tracer
particles in order to overcome this prob1,6m.
i
}
f
}
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Several power spectral density curves of the hot wire and LDV data
	
	 r
z
at the same positions in the flow are shown in Figures 27 and 28.
These curves were obtained from a computer program which analyzed
5 sec. samples of the data at a bandwidth of 27. 1 Hz. A close agreement
between the hot wire and LDV distributions is noted for the points presented.
Comparisons of the data obtained with the LDV instrument and hot
wire anemometer show good agreement. The major soured of error in the
measurements appeared to be a result of inaccurate positioning of the jet,
however, additional measurements are needed to substantiate this point.
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4.3 SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS
In order to demonstrate the ability of the LDV system to perform
three-dimensional mean velocity measurements in a supersonic flow field,
a series of measurements at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center 7-
Inch Wind Tunnel were , planned and conducted. The test objectives were (1)
to make three-dimensional velocity measurements within a wing-tip trailing
vortex at M = 1. 99 in the free stream, (2) to establish an electronic system
suitable for making such measurements, and (3) to evaluate a tracer system
which can be used in the wind tunnel environment. The following segments
describe the test facility, the LDV instrument alignment, the electronic
system, the tracer system, and the velocity measurements.
The Test Facility
The MSFC 7 -Inch Wind Tunnel is an atmospheric to vacuum blowdown
tunnel (Figure 29) with a Mach number range from 0. 1 to 5. 00. Mach numbers
from 0. 1 through 1. 0 are obtained with convergent nozzle blocks and Mach
numbers above 1. 5 are obtained with fixed, contoured, inter-changeable nozzle
blocks. The tunnel air supply consists of atmospheric air which is dried and
stored in a tank provided with a rubber diaphragm to maintain constant supply
pressure during blowdown.
A test section,7" x 7 11 , is accessible by complete side wall removal,
accomplished by hydraulic cylinders. For the LDV tests, a 6% thick biconvex
constant cross-section wing with an vxmrpAv-- ratio of 2. 7 was attached to the
tunnelside wall (door) at a + 6' anglo od uxttack. The trailing edge of the wing
was at the upstream edge of the sidewall observation window and the wing-tip
was along the tunnel centerline.
A schematic of the tunnel and the LDV system arrangement is shown in
Figure 29. Pictorial arrangement of the LDV instrument stand and electronic
components relative to the wind tunnel test section are shown in Figures 3
and 4.
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During these measurements, the nozzle blocks, which provided a test
section Mach number of 1. 99,were installed.	 It was noted that with this nozzle
installed, the wing model position was such that it was not in the fully expanded
region of the nozzle; however, since the primary interest was concerned with
the generation of a supersonic trailing vortex rather than the simulation of a
particular known velocity field, the consequences of such positioning on the
flow field were ignored.
The ; .LDV Instrument Ali, nrrLent
Prior to conducting the wind tu=el tests, several modifications and op-
tical measurements were ,made on the LDV instrument.
	 The modifications
included removal and recoating of all optical components, the additions of
optical path length equalizers 	 (Section 2. 5.2) in each scatter tube, and the
insertion of anacousto-optical modulator (Section 2.3)inthe LO tube. 	 After
these modifications were made, the instrument was completely realigned and
the optical operation with the modifications was defined.
	 This work was con-
ducted in order to assure optimum operation with a minimum of alignment
difficulties during the test.
Alignment of the LDV system proved to be much easier than during
previous tests. 	 The system was first mechanically aligned with the tunnel
so that movements of the cross blacks on the LDV stand rer rained parallel to
the tunnel coordinate system shown in Figure 5.	 Next, the laser beam and
LDV instrument were aligned with the use. of a small exit diameter (1/32 inch)
free jet.	 This jet was designed to provide a known scattering point from
which a Doppler shifted frequency could be obtained.
	 The jet was attached
to the tunnel sting mechanism so that it could be moved into a known position
for periodic checks of the instrument alignment, and moved to the tunnel floor
during tunnel operation.
Using the small scattering jet, the instrument was aligned and the
scatter	 e optics were set to provide the_
	 tub.	 	 p 	 smallest scattering volume,. (field
z. stop at 25. Omicrons diameter and front apperature at 15. 0 mm diameter).
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The smallest scattering volume was used throughout the test program.
During the initial alignment, the acousto-opticalmodulator was set to
provide a frequency shift in the LO beam of 57. 6 MHz. Such a shift was
necessary to determine the direction of the velocity components (Section 2, 3).
The alignment procedure as well as the system operation was consider-
0
ably improved by the use of the increased laser power (2. 5 watts at 5145A)
which was available from the CRL Model 53 laser. This laser provided sufficient
scattering power for achieving a 10 db increase in SIN over that obtained
previously with a laser power of .25 watts for the same conditions (i. e. , jet
speed, particle size and concentration, and optical. setting). The use of the.
increased laser power allowed a. reduction of the tracer concentration require-
ment from approximately 10 8
 particles/cm3 to 105 -106
 particles/cm3.
Several Doppler signal measurements also indicated that even further
concentration reductions may be possible in future tests. These measurements
showed that SIN of up to 10 db could be achieved from the alignment jet for
periods up to 20 minutes after the particles production was ceased. These
qualitative measurements indicated that it may be possible to obtain readable
Doppler signals with particle concentrations approaching that resulting from
natural contaminants.
The Electronic System
The electronic system, used to -process, identify, and record the mean
Doppler frequencies for each of the three scatter tubes of the LDV instrument,
is shown schematically in Figure 30. In this system, the three Doppler fre-
quencies were initially processed by three spectrum analyzers. An ability
to improve the SIN displayed by the spectrum analyzers was provided by a
signal, analyzer (Hewlett-Packard Model 5480) which processed the vertical
output of each of the spectrum analyzers. The SIN improvement depended on
^r4A^
,z
\7
the number of signal samples which the instrument processed. The maximum
number of samples per unit time which the instrument was able to process was
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100 samples/sec which corresponded to a sweep rate of 1. 0 millisec/cm,
In order to provide the signal analyzer with the maximum number of
samples/sec from the spectrum analyzer, it was necessary to increase
the sweep rate of the spectrum analyzers from 3. 0 millisec/cm to 1. 0
millisec/cm. The electronic modifications required to increase the sweep
rates are given in Reference 8 . External synchronization of the spectrum.
5
	 analyzers and the signal analyzers was also necessary in order to ensure
that the signal analyzer achieved the .maximum signal availability. Thus,
for any given time period for Doppler signal input (i. e. , tunnel test time),
the electronic system was operating at its maximum capacity to process
the signal spectrum and improve the S IN.
During the operation of the wind tunnel, the three Doppler frequency
spectrums were processed and stored in the magnetic core storage of the signal
analyzer. When the tunnel operation was complete, the stored signal spectrums
were recorded from the magnetic core storage using an X-Y penplotter.
Following the tunnel operation, the three noise spectrums were likewise pro-
cessed and plotted with the X-Y recorder. Comparisons of the noise and Doppler
„ah ^
signal spectrums were then made in order to identify the Doppler signal. The
frequency of the Doppler signal was established with the use of marker fre-
quencies which were produced by theacousto,optical modulator (Section 23),
Typical spectrums showing the Doppler frequencies and marker fre-
quencies for each of the three scatter tubes of the LDV instrument are shown
in Figure 31. Note that in this Figure the noise spectrum has been graphically
subtracted from the signal spectrum in order to 'make the Doppler frequency
spectrum more clearly distinguishable with a flat base frequency noise spectrum.
	
^.
The normal spectrum traces recorded from the electronic system did not have a
flat frequency response over the spectrum. In some cases, the Doppler frequencies 	
1
were difficult to identify due to the uneven frequency response of the system.
	 j
This uneven or non-flat frequency response was .caused by the amplifiers which
were used. The use of improved wide band amplifiers such as the Hewlett-Packard
T
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Model 35002 A or equivalent would be a significant .improvement in the
electronic system, for future testing.
The 'Tracer System
The tracer system used for these tests produced liquid tracer particles
of silicon liquid by forcing compressed air through a series of shearing jets
immersed in a bed of the liquid. The design and operation of the system is
discussed in Section 3.0 and a picture of the particle generator installed at
the tunnel test facility is shown in Figure 18. Measurements of the particle
concentrations and size at this generator outlet indicated that particle con-
centrations of 1. 94 x 108 particles/cm3 with a mass mean particle size of
1. 08 microns were produced.
With the use of the increased laser power (2. 5 watts) provided by the
CRRL Model 53 laser and the SIN improvements provided by the signal analyzer,
u
it was found that reductions in particle concentrations at the test section could
{	 be made without significant .reduction in signal level. For this reason, the
operation of the particle generator and the air supply sphere was such that the
a	 concentration within the test section was reduced to approximately 106
particles/em 3 . Estimates of the particle concentration within the sphere for
{	 a typical, series of runs is shown in Figure 18 along with the estimated particle
concentration at the test section which results from the decreased density in
that region. In these estimations, no corrections for particle agglomeration,
fallout, or loss on the test cell entrance screens were made. However, note
that the measured sphere concentration compares well to the estimated value
at the run shown.
During the testing period, no adverse effects of the tracer liquid
(silicon) on the tunnel facility were noted. The only difficulty encountered
the use of the liquid tracers as due to a "streaming" f ewith	 q	 wo the l quid
along the test cell windows. In several runs this "streaming" passed along{
the test cell window in the region through which the LO beam was passing.
s
l
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The "streaming" liquid caused a slight optical deflection of the LO beam
resulting in a temporary loss of alignment, A possible solution to this is
the use of some technique .for "tripping" the boundary layer along the window,
y	 thus keeping the liquid from collecting and "streaming" down the window.
The Velocity Measurement s
>	 The velocity measurements taken during this test were made in a
Y-Z plane (Figure 5 ) located one chord length downstream of the wing model,
The tunnel was operated at a free stream Mach number of 1.	 and velocityp	 99,	
profiles in the Y and Z directions were made. These profiles were concerned
with defining he three-dimensional veloc ity Chan es which occur within theg	 Y	 g
region of the trailing vortex. Figures 33 , 34 35 , and 36 show .the velocity
profiles for the Y traverse and Figures 37, 38, 39, and 40 show the velocity
profiles for the Z traverse. The velocity points in the positive Z direction
of :Figures 37, 38, 39, and 40 are possibly inaccurate as a result of the
	
fr	 partial blockage of the tunnel entrance during the runs in which the measure
1 '! mehts are made. Shortly after these measurements were made, it was found
that the air supply bladder had torn from the sphere and was partially blocking
the tunnel entrance. This not only cast doubt on the test points .noted, but also
caused the test program to be discontinued before the Z profile was satisfactorily
completed.
The velocity data presented was calculated with the use of a computer
program given in Reference 8, which solves the three-dimensional LDV
r
	
'	 equations given, in Table I.
Figure 36, which is the w velocity component profile for the Y traverse,
shows the existence of the trailing vortex and provides some definitions of its
size and position. It is seen to have a counterclockwise rotation, looking in
the negative X direction, to be approximately . 125 inches in diameter in the
most intense region and to be located approximately 0. 25 inches inboard from
the wing tip at one chord length (2. 5 inches) downstream. Thep osition and size
of the vortex were found to be in good agreement with other measurements
A
i
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(Deference 10) made with conventional techniques at M = 1.6. The mean
velocities in the free stream for both the Y and Z profiles were also found to
be in good agreement with the calculated free stream velocity (1680 ft/sec)
for M - 1. 99 flow assuming standard conditions.
For convenience and ease in aligning the LDV instrument, the LO beam
was passed through the wind tunnel test section at a 90 0 angle to the tunnel
center line. This alignment arrangement caused the instrument sensitivities
j1	 to be different for the u, v, and w velocity components. With this arrangement,
the sensitivity of the instrument to the v velocity component was approximately
an order of magnitude smaller than the sensitivity for either the u or w com-
ponents. This lack of sensitivity causes correspondingly large uncertainties
in the v component for any frequency reading inaccuracy. Assuming a frequency
reading inaccuracy of + 1. 0 MHz in each of the three frequency components• cal-
culations of the corresponding deviations ,.n the velocity component. were made.
Such frequency inaccuracies would cause a standard deviation inaccuracy in the
i	 v component of + 72. 5 ft/ sec. This uncertainty is evident in the v component
profiles for both the Y and 7.. traverse. Neither of these profiles show the expected
velocity trends for rot,At oval flow.
The sensitivity or accuracy of the LDV system for the v component can
be improved. by two methods. One method would be to increase the electronic
frequency accuracy. This would result in a corresponding improvement in the
v component accuracy. For example, if the frequency reading accuracy was
+ 100 KHz then the standard deviation inaccuracy in the v component would be
only + 7.25 ft/sec. Another method for improving the v component sensitivity
would be to arrange the laser beam and instrument at different angular align-
ments. In order to define these angular alignments, an evaluation of the LDV
relationships of Table T ,must be conducted. This evaluation would be aimed
at determining the sensitivity of the instrument components for various angular
alignment's. Due to time limitations in this test, these methods for improving
the system were not investigated; however, these methods should be investigated
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in order to determine improvements in accuracy which can be achieved in
future measurements.
For the objectives of this program, L e. , the demonstration of the
LDV system to perform three-dimensional mean velocity measu,rem.ento in
a supersonic flow field, the measurements which were inane cleiarl.y
demonstrated such a performance. With the inclusion of flatter response
amplifiers in the electronic processing loop and an increased sensitivity in
the v velocity component;, the LUV system should be a useful tool for Makin&;
accurate three-dimensional, mean velocity measurements in supersonic flow
fields.
s=t
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
The application of the LDV system during this program has demon-
strated that the system is capable of conducting three-dimensional mean
velocity measurements in a supersonic flow ".•old and of conducting one-
dimensional turbulence measurements in subsonic free jet flow The
developmental testing which defined the optimum operating conditions for
the above subsonic and supersonic measurements can be summarized as
follows:
(1) The scattering volume size was found to be compatible. with
conventional gas measurement probes when the field stop
and front apperature of the scatter tube was at 25 microns.
and 15 mm. respectively.
(2) The minimum scattering intensity nor which reasonable -9
signal to noisrR levels (15 db) can be expected is 1. 0 x 10
watts. The LO power to be mixed with the scatter power
should be at least 5 times as large, as long as the photo-
 t saturated.multiplier tube is no sa carat d.
(3) In order to ensure optimum SIN levels from the heterodyne
of the scatter and LO beams, it is essential that the co-
herence of the two beams be maintained. This is best
achieved through path length equalization of the scatter and LO
beams.
(4) The tracer particles which will best represent the gas flow
should have a low mass density and be submicron in size.
The shearing jet aerosol generator provides the best
technique for tracer production for use in the LDV system.
(5) The increase in laser power (2. 5 watts) provided by the CRL
laser allowed for operation of the system over a wider range
of tracer concentrations, i. e. , the required tracer concen-
tration could be reduced by several orders of magnitude
without appreciable signal loss.
During the tests program, several areas for improvement were
also defined as follows:
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(l) Improvements in the angular arrangement of the instrument
and in the electronic frequency measuring accuracy should
be made in order to improve the sensitivity of the systemto
the u velocity component.
(2) The erroneous signals (modulator frequencies and mode
beat frequencies) on the PM tube spectra should be
eliminated or blocked before the frequency tracker units
can be usefully incorporated into the LDV isystern.
(3) Amplifiers with a flatter frequency response should be
incorporated into the electronic networks to allow for
easier identification and tracking of the Doppler sigr4als.
(4) Further measurements of the particle concentrations at
or near the position where the LDV velocity measure-
ments are made, are necessary in order to clearly
determine the minimum p-Article concentration at which
measurements can be made.
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